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UNITED STATES DISTRICT ODOR!
RIDDLE DISTRIQ OP PLORIIJ-A

ZAIPA DIVISIOI ‘

ronaa tonnes  -' cas: no. an-501-ti:-r-r

iiiiifldiiii

Plaintiff

v.

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY
O! CALIFORNIA, '

Defendants.

BUPPLBISHTAL AFFIDAVIT OP Gill! AIISTRONG

W“. I, Gerry Armstrong, hereby depoee under pains and

l) I have personal knowledge of policies of the

Church of Scientology relating to the following facts, or I

have had possession of documents and tapes relating to the

following facts:

2) On or about September 28, 1980, e eeeting toot

place in the Cedars Complex at Los Angeles, California, one

of the corporate headquarters of the Church of Scientology

of California, (CSCJ. The meeting was attended by Charles

Parselle, (C.P.), Deputy Guardian for Legal, KDGLJ, at WW.

who was in charge of ell legal activities for Scientology
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throughout the world and Laurel Sullivan. lL.S.), the

personal representative of L. Ron Hubbard, a long terml

senior executive of Scientology and then In Charge, I/C, or

a special legal Mission, INCCSJ, which mission was seeking

to conceal Hubbard's control of Scientology and develop

strategies to effectuate actual control by Hr. Hubbard

without incurring legal responsibility. Dick Sullivan, a

junior executive of the NCCS mission, pursuant to orders.

tape recorded the meeting. The individuals in attendance at

this meeting are knowledgeable of the fact that Nr. Hubbard

has always controlled all aspects of CSC including its bank

accounts, policies, etc.

3) At the meeting, the following exchange took

place relating to the corporate structure of the

Organization and Nr. Hubbard's position in the structure.

This exchange was tape recorded with the knowledge and

assent of all present:

L.S. ‘There is no need for them to be
the actual Board of Directors.

C.P. There's no need at §Il"for them to
be the Board of Directors in order for
them to run the Church, but the authority
of the Church has to lie somewhere, and
on some basis. And since the Church has
always chosen a corporate entity.
eventually the authority is going to have
to vest with the Board of Directors. The
only reason it's worked so long without
that occurring is because is hmfinnsa
£11219BJLJUUL_L11££llJ3HJLJUHLl_hQRDfi_Di
the_authoritx_nf_LRH_and_haxe-isnstsd
CDLDnLALs_linms.' (Emphasis supplied)
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4) It was common knowledge among senior executives

of CSC that Ir. Hubbard had absolute control of all large

corporate bank accounts and that he, alone, had the

authority to order withdrawal of very large amounts tron

these accounts. He controlled these accounts through

various people, Iainly CHO members. Neither-the ‘Directors’
of CSC nor any other CSC executives had such authority or

control. This policy was practiced throughout the period of

at least 1970 to when I left the Organisation in December.

19:1. _ _
0

5) lr. Hubbard received millions of dollars through

a dummy corporation iR.R.I.), specifically set up to funnel

money to him which should have been paid to CSC by foreign

customers paying for ‘flag’ services. ‘flag’ is part of

CSC. At a strategy meetihg-;;mSeptemb::_29, 1960, held by

several high ranking senior executives of the Church, the

purpose of which was to develop Iegal strategies to shield
hr. Hubbard but funnel corporate money to him, the following

exchange took place. This exchange was tape recorded with

the knowledge of all present. The following people were

some of those present:

a. Charles Parselle, Deputy Guardian
Legal World Wide. (C?)

b. Alan Wertheimer. attorney for L. Ron
Hubbard working with Laurel Sullivan and
the HCCS nission, (AH)

c. Laurel Sullivan. L. Ron Hubbard's
Personal Representative and I/C of HCCS,
(LS)
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I d. Dick Sullivan, husband of Laurel
Sullivan and a junior executive on the
NCCS Mission, (DSJ 1

The exchange was as follows:

CR: ‘Right. That's a very helpful
exercise. And also I may say this, that
it is very very helpful for LRH to have
his own attorneys. i.e. yourselves.
because for many years we have been
missing this essential service and we
have done this exercise of trying to
think of the way it would be on the one
side and trying to think of the way it
would he on the other side and it really
doesn't work very well to do that. It
doesn't work to represent both parties at
the same'time. Especially if you also
happen to be a Scientologist and involved
in that particular way as well. So, I'm
with relief representing the Church
interest and I certainly invite you to
represent Ron's interest as much as you
can. I say that RRP, which is as fer as
I am concerned part of the Church, made a
mistake when it paid over that 2.1
million. RR? had nothing... We could
‘-1.; aglndnf  _. __-

Church, egen though they are corporately
different. I mean if anything was a sham
corporation, it's RRI.

AW: ‘As I understand it, RR! receives
monies that would otherwise be due the
California Church for services rendered
by the California Church to people
outside of the country who decide to pay
the Church from outside the country.

CP: ‘That's right.
AW: ‘So that's basically right?

CP: ‘That's right. foreign - non-US
Scientologists who wish to pay for Flag
services pay RRF and then go to Flag and
take the services. RR? was originally
supposed to hold the money until the
service was rendered and then pay it to
CSC. But in fact, it has not really done
that and so CSC has rendered much service
to many foreign Scientologists and RR?
has got the money. Fortunately for us.
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RR! wasn't incorporated until 1973 and we
are now litigating 1972. So, I haven't
really tried to sort this one out but it
obviously is the classic case (loud
laugh) of inurement, if not fraud.

(Several laughs.)

LS: ‘Well, put-

Epuaker Unidentified: ‘It's all
privileged-
DS: ‘The tape recorder is going here,
Charles. ‘

CP: ‘However, as you can see, our
financial direction is really weighted to
this solution and it is an ongoing battle
which I will eventually win because I'am
the one who has to litigate the case next
year and we obviously have to handle RRI.
The way we will probably handle it is by
simply saying it is part of the same
Church, in fact. low that, of course,
goes directly contrary to what you're
doing which is to split LRH off from the
Church and to talk about the corporate
integrity of the different Churches.

-I-.

'__-________-_-_-WHMUTUMHRETfT1mR'CHUfUIUf1flT1RHTIiVF_’__"'w
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any corporate integrity. And our efforts
to give them corporate integrity have not
hitherto been successful. Now when you
talk around a table like this and there
is no Internal Revenue agent present,
(whispered: I hope so), bugged or
otherwise, one can work out solutions.
But when you are a few weeks away from a
trial and everything you may is going to
be rammed down your throat, then you have
to start looking at_what actually
happened. And it's very difficult te
assign significances to things other than
what was actually being done at the time.
We are trying to say for example thee
flag in 1970 is a part of California
Church which is probably true but there
is no documentation to say that and the
truth of the matter is that Narty
Greenburg, the accountant, decided to
include Elag's accounts in California
accounts some years later for
convenience. Su the decision. what is -
the IRS can say and are in fact alleging
that Elag in those years, I970 to 1972,
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was an unincorporated association to
which CSC‘s income inured on a grand
scale. We cannot point to a document
which says, ‘Actually Flag was part of
CSC during the years of question‘ because
it doesn't exist because no one really
thought of it. So, we have to have a
different theory of the case which is
going to account for all facts and
omitted facts which do exist.

Speaker Unidentified: ‘Is this the why
of efforts to create corporate integrity
in IIIU?‘

I) It is copmon knowledge among senior executives

of the Organisation and it is the policy of CSC that Nambers

of the Boards of Directors of the various Scientology

corporations are mere figureheads, without authority or

control, not for internal corporate reasons, but rather to

vest control in Ir. Hubbard. I have personal knowledge that

in order to carry out this;corporate fraud, Organisation

 "
including backdating phony soerd Winutea and forging

signatures.
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PROOF OF SERVICE

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

I am employed in the county of Los Angeles, State of
California. I am over the age of 18 and not a party to the within
action: my business address is 2029 Century Park East, Suite 3270,
Los Angeles, California 90067.

On May 28, 1992, I served the foregoing document described as
SUPPORTING DECLARATION OE GERRY ARMSTRONG TO DEFENDANTS' AND
COUNTER-CLAINANTS' OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS AND COUNTER-
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER RE FIFTH REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION OP DOCUMENTS OR THINGS AND FOR SANCTIONS by placing a
true copy thereof enclosed in sealed envelopes addressed as
follows:

[SEE ATTACHED SERVICE LIST]

[X] BY MAIL — I deposited such envelope in the mail at Los
Angeles, California. The envelope was mailed with postage thereon
fully prepaid as follows: I am readily familiar with firm's
practice of collection and processing correspondence for mailing.
Under the practice it would be deposited with U.S postal service
on the same day with postage thereon fully prepaid at Los Angeles,
California in the ordinary cause of business. I am aware that on
motion of the party served, service is presumed invalid if postal
cancellation date or postage meter date is more than one day after
date of deposit for mailing in affidavit.

[X] BY PERSONAL SERVICE - I caused such an envelop to be hand
delivered by hand to the office of the addressee. *NOTE SERVICE
LIST.

[ ] [State] I declare under the penalty of perjury under the
laws of the State of California that the above is true and
correct. -

[X] [Federal] I declare that I am in the office of a member of the
bar of this court at whose direction the service was made.

Executed on May 28, 1992, at Los Angeles, California.

J
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Yolanda Dennison n
Type or Print Name / Signature
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SERVICE LIST "

Steven Bisbey Lawrence B. Heller, Esq.
Moreg Bellmeine TURNER, GBRSTENFBLD, IILK,
ADVANCED ABILITY CENTER TIGERHAH i HELLER
East Grinstead - 8383 Wilshire Boulevard
52 West Hill Suite 510
East Grinstead, West Sussex Beverly Hills, CA 90211
Kent, England, UK

!1A_EL!Q_2EL;!§RX
Robin Scott The Honorable James Kolts
Adrienne Scott 1715 E. Altadena Drive
ADVANCED ABILITY CENTER CANDACRAIG Altadena, CA 91001
7 Thornhill Park, Sunderland,
Tyne & Wear, SRZ 7J2 Iilliem T. Drescher, Esq.
England, UK 2049 Calabasas Road

Suite 338
!IA_§L!2_2ELI!EBX Calabflsasa CA 91302
Kendrick L. Moxon, Seq.
BOILE8 i HOXON
6255 Sunset Boulevard, Suite 200
Hollywood, California 90028

Gary K. Bright, Esq.
BRIGHT E POWELL
5464 Carpinteria Avenue, Suite E
Carpinteria, California 93013

Berle C. Cooley, Esq.
COOLEY, MARION, MOORE 8 JONES
21 Custom House Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02210

Ron Lewley
36 St. James Road
East Grinstead, West Sussex
Kent, England, UK
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